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A B S T R A C T   

Nanoscale supraparticles have attracted considerable interest in cancer therapeutics and diagnostics because of 
the affordable structures that can be assembled for a stimulus response and the loading of active compounds for 
combinatorial theranostics. These nanostructures are usually constructed by balancing interparticle forces be-
tween colloidal particles during thermodynamics-controlled growth. On the other hand, there are no relevant 
studies for assembling cancer theranostic supraparticles in an aerosol state, even though nanoparticles in that 
state have three orders of magnitude greater diffusional behavior for thermal collision between the particles 
compared to those in the aqueous state, as well as the limited numbers in separation and purification steps are 
required in aerosol processing. Aerosol additive manufacturing is designed using electrically operable devices as 
a digitizable platform for the spontaneous assembly of multi-component supraparticles in a continuous medium, 
which does not require special reaction conditions and complex controls for the desired assembly. Aggregates 
from electrostatic interactions between the oppositely charged Fe (Zn or Fe–Zn) and Cu constituent particles 
were inserted within 1-hexanethiol-docetaxel (DTX)-bovine serum albumin (BSA) mixture droplets for photo-
induced thiolation of the outermost Cu particles and subsequent co-aggregation with DTX-BSA to form Fe(Zn or 
Fe–Zn)CuS@DTX-BSA supraparticles in a single-pass gas flow. The resulting supraparticles were used to examine 
the combinatorial anticancer effects in both in vitro and in vivo models, and anti-programmed death-ligand 1 
antibodies were added to validate chemo–chemodynamic–photothermal–immuno combination therapeutics with 
no systemic toxicity.   

1. Introduction 

Owing to the tunable size, surface chemistry, and composition of 
cancer cell interactions, metallic nanoparticle-mediated cancer treat-
ments have the potential to derive optimized cancer therapies with 
minimal side effects [1]. Recently, to accelerate the translation of the 
nanoparticle-mediated strategies, cancer treatments facilitated by the 
Fenton (by Fe) or Fenton-like (by Cu, Mn, Co, Ti, V, Pd, Ag, Mo, Ru, W, 
Ce, or Zn) reaction using metallic nanoparticles generating cytotoxic 
reactive oxygen species (ROS), so-called chemodynamic therapy (CDT), 
has been studied extensively because of minimal invasiveness and 

spatiotemporal tumor selectivity [2–4]. These studies led to the use of 
multiple metallic elements to secure all-in-one modalities (photody-
namic, photothermal, and magnetothermal) to enhance the efficacy of 
CDT because multi-metallic nanoparticles allow coupling effects among 
constituent metals in a closer manner [5–8]. However, the use of multi- 
metallic nanoparticles has a critical issue in the process complexity of 
hydrothermal nanoparticle preparation from diverse reduction poten-
tials of different metallic precursors that generate difficulties in con-
trolling the growth kinetics and structure of nanoparticles, resulting in a 
significant increase in the total cost of cancer treatments [9–11]. 
Moreover, hydrothermal sample-by-sample approaches to prepare 
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optimal multi-metallic nanoparticles may not be affordable to a high- 
throughput design and synthesis toward digitizable, intelligent, and 
autonomous platform for smart anticancer therapies [12–15]. 

Additive manufacturing (AM) has recently been introduced as an 
electrically operable, flexible, customizable process for constructing 
composite particles with tailored composition and morphology through 
spray aggregation of colloidal dispersions [16]. On the other hand, most 
of the AM has been used frequently for the customized production of 
electronic materials, batteries, and fine polymeric structures thus far 
[17–19]. In terms of biomedical engineering, AM has been used to 
prepare microfluidic devices for analytical and assembly purposes of 
biological objects [20–22]. Although AM was used to build implantable 
devices for controlled drug release [23], there are no directly relevant 
studies on the preparation of anticancer nanomaterials using AM as an 
active dispenser, despite the recent considerable advances of AM in the 
era of Industry 4.0 [24]. 

Co-aggregation governed by a thermodynamic motion of individual 
nanoparticles can spontaneously form larger defined structures, also 
called supraparticles [25]. Similar to a multi-layered structure from the 
layer-by-layer assembly, multi-component supraparticles consisting of 
different spherical elements can be constructed rapidly by controlling 
the thermodynamic conditions where individual elements (building 
blocks) of the supraparticles tend to gather spherically as a complex 
precipitate to reduce surface energy within the thermodynamics 
(diffusion)-controlled growth regime [26]. Co-aggregation of organic 
molecules as self-assembly was recently used for high-throughput design 
of drug nanoparticles [27] while co-aggregation between organic and 
inorganic molecules formed multi-component supraparticles for 
enhanced anticancer therapies [28,29]. The characteristic surface 
roughness of supraparticles allows enhanced uptake for selective intra-
cellular release of active compounds with exceptional biocompatibility 
and stability [30–33]. Multi-metallic supraparticles were also designed 
and prepared through a spontaneous co-aggregation to secure multi- 
modality for enhanced ROS generation in vivo [34]. Although a previ-
ous study relevant to AM even adopted co-aggregation as the main 
driver to build microscale composite supraparticles [16], it is still 
necessary to examine the possibility of assembling nanoscale multi- 
component supraparticles as nanomedicines using AM for use in anti-
cancer therapy. 

Nanoparticles in the aerosol state can have three orders of magnitude 
greater thermal diffusion than those in the aqueous state that can 
theoretically facilitate a rapid spontaneous assembly of supraparticles. 
The stronger diffusional behavior of aerosol nanoparticles derived 
transformation into aggregates, even in a single-pass gas flow [35]. 
Motivated by this background, an aerosol AM (AAM) system was 
developed and constructed to assemble nanoscale multi-component 
supraparticles in an electrically operable, modular, single-pass, contin-
uous configuration. Aerosol co-aggregation between the metallic ag-
gregates (Fe–Cu, Zn–Cu, or Fe–Zn–Cu) and mixture droplets (1- 
hexanethiol (thiol as a –SH source to bind photon attacked metal sur-
face) [36], docetaxel (DTX as chemodrug for supporting the Fenton/ 
Fenton-like reaction with increased H2O2 levels) [37], and bovine 
serum albumin (BSA as stabilizing and targeting moiety with negligible 
cytotoxicity) [38–40]) induced spontaneous formation of the multi- 
component supraparticles (FeCuS@DTX-BSA, ZnCuS@DTX-BSA, or 
FeZnCuS@DTX-BSA exhibiting modular coordination) by passing 
through a heated photoionization flow reactor, as shown in Fig. 1. In 
particular, the first and second stages of a tandem electrical discharge 
produced Fe (or Zn, Fe–Zn) and Cu nanoparticles in the presence of 
positive and negative gas ions, respectively. Electrostatic interaction 
between the positively charged Fe (or Zn, Fe–Zn) and negatively charged 
Cu particles (several-nanometer-sized) assembled Fe (or Zn, FeZn)Cu 
aggregates in the presence of nitrogen gas flow. The aggregate-laden 
flow passed over the nozzle of a collison-type atomizer, where the ag-
gregates were inserted into the mixture droplets to set multi-component 
precursors for their co-aggregation. These precursors were then passed 

through heated photoionization (6.2 eV photon energy) flow reactor for 
on-particle photochemistry [41] to derive CuS and extract solvent for 
overlaying DTX and BSA on the metallic aggregates, resulting in the 
formation of FeCuS (or ZnCuS, FeZnCuS)@DTX-BSA supraparticles. Fe 
and Zn were selected for the Fenton and Fenton-like reactions (Fe2+ +

H2O2 → Fe3+ + •OH + OH– and Zn2+ + H2O2 → Zn3+ + •OH + OH–) 
with H2O2 in a tumor microenvironment, respectively [42]. The CuS 
component was exploited by considering its advantageous properties 
regarding light-to-heat conversion, Fenton-like reactivity with H2O2 to 
generate •OH, reduction of excess glutathione (GSH) in the tumor 
microenvironment to increase •OH generation, biodegradability and 
biocompatibility, catalytic capability over a wider pH range, and cost- 
effectiveness [43–48]. In particular, the photothermal activity of CuS 
can improve the efficacy of the Fenton and Fenton-like CDT from the 
acceleration of •OH generation because of the heat-induced production 
of intracellular H2O2. The heat can also accelerate the release of metal 
ions and GSH consumption for the Fenton and Fenton-like reaction that 
compromises the limitations of heat shock protein modification making 
cancer cells resistant to apoptosis from heat [49–52]. 

The resulting supraparticles from the flow reactor were collected on 
hydrophobic substrates for convenient detachment and analyses of their 
physicochemical (size distribution, morphology, composition, surface 
chemistry, and light absorption) properties and in vitro (cytotoxicity, 
ROS generation, and apoptosis, including photothermal activity and 
DTX release) and in vivo (biodistribution, bodyweight monitoring, sig-
nificant organ histopathology, immunohistochemistry, cellular prolif-
eration, and angiogenesis in the absence and presence of near-infrared 
(NIR) irradiation) anticancer performance. For the in vivo anticancer 
study, as an immune-checkpoint blocker (ICB), an anti-programmed 
death-ligand 1 antibody (aPL) was also incorporated with 
FeZnCuS@DTX-BSA supraparticles to boost the immune responses for a 
chemo–chemodynamic–photothermal–immuno combination therapy 
(Fig. S1), which was specifically identified by immunohistochemical 
analysis of the markers for immunogenic cell death (ICD with high 
mobility binding box 1 (HMGB1 as activation of innate immunity) and 
calreticulin (CRT as a pro-phagocytic marker in tumor mass) expression) 
and infiltration of effector T cells because ICD is one of the avenues to 
stimulate the tumor immunity that can be induced synergistically 
through chemo–, chemodynamic, and photothermal therapies along 
with their individual effects [53,54]. 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Supraparticle assembly and characterization 

Fe (Zn or Fe–Zn)–Cu aggregates from electrical discharges (3 kV, 1 
kHz) with bipolar gas ions (carbon brush ionizers) were formed through 
ablation-condensation and subsequent electrostatic interaction between 
oppositely charged individual particles (Fe, Zn, or Cu) under nitrogen 
gas flow (2 L/min). The gaseous ions from the carbon brush ionizers 
with high concentrations (>106 ions/cm3) were injected into the elec-
trical discharge device to increase the discharge coefficient for stable 
particle supply as introduced in a previous report [55]. The aggregates 
were inserted within droplets containing thiol, DTX, and BSA at an 
orifice (0.3 MPa). These droplets were then injected into a heated 
photoionization flow reactor (185-nm UV lamp installed inside while 
covered with electrically heated quartz mantle). In the reactor, photo-
ionization of the outermost Cu particles enabled CuSH– formation due to 
electrostatic interaction between the positively charged (i.e., photo-
ionized) Cu particles and negatively charged thiol groups and subse-
quent thermal solvent extraction from the droplets derived co- 
aggregation of the thiolated aggregates and adjacent DTX-BSA compo-
nents in a single-pass gas flow, resulting in the formation of nanoscale 
multi-component supraparticles. 

The part of the particle-laden flow was sampled directly to obtain the 
aerosol size distributions using an SMPS (3936, TSI, USA), and the data 
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were recorded using Aerosol Instrument Manager® software. The 
resulting particles were collected on a polytetrafluoroethylene mem-
brane filter and dispersed in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) to measure 
direct light scattering (DLS; Nano-S90 ZetaSizer, Malvern Instruments, 
UK) as well as the light absorption and increase in photothermal tem-
perature using a UV–vis spectrophotometer (U-2800, Shimadzu, Japan) 
and photothermal imaging camera (Therm-App, Israel) with an 808-nm 
NIR laser (Changchun New Industries, China), respectively. The pho-
tothermal conversion efficiency of FeZnCuS@DTX-BSA was estimated 
using the formula in previous reports [56–58]. The shape and micro-
structure of the resulting particles were observed by TEM (Tecnai G2 
F20 S-TWIN, FEI, USA) after placing the resulting particles on carbon- 
coated copper grids (Ted Pella, Inc., USA) using a mini particle 
sampler (Ecomesure, France). The surface state of the individual inor-
ganic particles was analyzed by XPS (K-Alpha, Thermo Scientific, USA). 
The crystallinity of Fe, Zn, and CuS and BSA incorporation were also 
identified using X-ray diffractometry (DIATOME, PANalytical, UK) and 
Raman spectroscopy (XPLORATM, Horiba, Japan), respectively. The 
composition of the resulting particles was identified using an SEM-EDX 
(S-4800, Hitachi, Japan) while surface functional groups were analyzed 
by FTIR (Nicolet iS10, Thermo Scientific, USA) spectroscopy. 

2.2. LC and in vitro DOX release 

DTX was loaded in the resulting particles. The separation of DTX 
from the particles was analyzed using a centrifugal ultrafiltration device 
(Amicon, Millipore, USA) and a UV–vis spectrophotometer. The DTX 
released from the resulting particles at pH 6.5 (acetate buffered saline 
(ABS), simulating tumor microenvironment) and 7.4 (PBS, simulating 
physiological condition) was monitored for 24 h in the absence and 
presence of NIR irradiation. The particles were inserted into a dialysis 
bag (MWCO = 3.5 kD; Spectrum Laboratories, USA) and immersed in a 
tube containing 25 mL of ABS and PBS. High-performance liquid chro-
matography (1260 Infinity II, Agilent Technologies, USA) was used to 
determined the amount of DTX released from the particles at pre-
determined time intervals using a C18 reversed-phase column (GL Sci-
ences, Japan). 

2.3. Cellular uptake 

The EMT6 cell lines were cultured in Dulbecco’s high-glucose 
modified Eagle’s medium (GE Healthcare Life Sciences, USA) supple-
mented with fetal bovine serum (10 %), penicillin G sodium, and 
streptomycin sulfate (1 %) in a humidified incubator (37 ◦C, 5 % CO2). 
EMT6 cells (2 × 105 cells) were cultured on each well of 12-well plates 
and kept overnight for adhesion. After 24 h, the cells were exposed to 

Fig. 1. Illustration of the AAM for the spontaneous plug-in assembly of the multi-component supraparticles. Fe (Zn or Fe–Zn)–Cu aggregates formed by ablation- 
condensation from atmospheric electrical discharges in the presence of bipolar gaseous ions were inserted within droplets containing 1-hexanethiol, DTX, and 
BSA in a nitrogen gas flow. The aggregate-inserted droplets were then passed through a heated photoionization flow reactor to derive CuSH– formation and their co- 
aggregation with DTX-BSA during thermal sovent extraction in the gas flow to form multi-component supraparticles. The resulting supraparticles were incorporated 
further with aPL to secure the chemo–chemodynamic–photothermal–immuno antitumor effects. 
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coumarin-6 (1 µg/mL)-loaded supraparticles (3 µg/mL) and incubated 
for 90 min. The cells were washed, trypsinized, and suspended in PBS 
after 2 h for flow cytometry (FACSCalibur, BD Biosciences, USA). 

2.4. ROS generation 

EMT6 cells (2 × 105) were cultured in each well on 12-well plates, 
incubated overnight for adhesion, and exposed to the supraparticles for 
24 h. NIR exposure (1 W/cm2, 3 min) was conducted for the relevant 
treatment groups after 2 h of particle exposure. The cells were treated 
with 2′,7′-dichlorodihydrofluorescein diacetate (DCFDA) for 1 h and 
washed twice with PBS, trypsinized, and resuspended in the buffer for 
flow cytometry. The levels of ROS in the cells were compared by 
computing the green fluorescence. 

2.5. Apoptosis 

EMT6 cells (2 × 105) were cultured in each well on 12-well plates, 
left to adhere overnight, and incubated with the supraparticles for 48 h. 
NIR irradiation (1 W/cm2, 3 min) was performed for the relevant 
treatment groups after 2 h of exposure. The cells were washed twice with 
PBS, trypsinized, resuspended in binding buffer with propidium iodide 
(PI) and Annexin V-fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC), incubated for 15 
min in the dark, and resuspended in the buffer for flow cytometry. 

2.6. Cytotoxicity 

EMT6 cells (1 × 104) were seeded in each well of 96-well plates and 
incubated for 24 h. The cells were exposed to the supraparticles for 24 h, 
including free DTX for comparison. The relevant treatment groups were 
irradiated with NIR (1 W/cm2, 3 min) after 2 h of the supraparticle 
exposure. The treated cells were washed with PBS and treated further 
with 50 µL of an MTT (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) solution (2.5 mg/mL) for 6 
h. Dimethyl sulfoxide (100 µL) was injected into the formed formazan 
crystals to obtain the absorbance at 570 nm using a microplate reader 
(Thermo Scientific, USA). 

2.7. Biodistribution and in vivo photothermal activity 

Cy5.5 tagged supraparticles, including free Cy5.5 (1 µg/mL) for 
comparison, were administered intravenously into subcutaneous EMT6 
tumor-bearing BALB/c mice for in vivo and ex vivo imaging of the prin-
cipal organs (heart, lung, liver, kidney, and spleen) and tumors through 
Fluorescence-labeled Organism Bio-imaging Instrument (FOBI, Neo-
science, South Korea). After 24 h, the mice were sacrificed. The organs 
and tumors were harvested for ex vivo imaging. nEO iMAGING software 
was used for fluorescence intensity analysis after positioning the organs 
and tumors in the imaging system. 

2.8. Histopathology 

The tumors and principal organs were harvested from the sacrificed 
mice after the study period (21 days). They were sliced (3–4 μm), 
embedded in paraffin, and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) 
for optical microscopy (Eclipse 80i, Nikon, Japan). 

2.9. In vivo antitumor study 

A subcutaneous inoculation of EMT6 cells (1 × 106) was conducted 
in 5–6 week-old female BALB/c nude mice to develop the EMT6 xeno-
graft model. The mice were divided into six groups (n = 6) after the 
volume reached ~ 100 mm3 in 10 days. The mice were administered an 
intravenous injection of FeZnCuS@DTX-BSA with and without aPL (1.5 
mg/kg). For comparison, free aPL and DTX (2 mg/kg) were adminis-
tered at an equivalent dose every-three days (10th, 13th, and 16th day). 
NIR laser was applied to the tumor after 24 h of administration for the 

relevant treatment groups. The body weight and tumor volumes were 
measured every-three days while the tumor volume was calculated 
through the formula (1/2 × longest dimension × shortest dimension2). 
The dimensions were obtained using Vernier calipers. 

The hemolytic profiles of FeZnCuS@BSA and FeZnCuS@DTX-BSA 
were acquired with different concentrations (100–1000 µg/mL) for 8 h 
at 37 ◦C. For blood chemistry, Institute of Cancer Research mice 
randomly divided into two groups (n = 5): saline and FeZnCuS@DTX- 
BSA configurations. Except for the control, the mice were intrave-
nously injected with 150 μL of saline with a dose of an equivalent 
amount of 10 mg of DTX per kilogram of the mouse (five times more 
than the dose that used in the in vivo antitumor study). After 15 days, the 
mice were sacrificed, and the blood samples were compiled for a com-
plete blood panel and blood biochemistry analyses. 

2.10. Immunohistochemistry 

After the antitumor study period, the tumors were excised and 
trimmed in slices to examine the expression of the apoptotic markers (C- 
Caspase-3 and C-PARP), tumor cell proliferation marker (Ki-67), and 
angiogenesis marker (CD31). Avidin-biotin-peroxidase complex-perox-
idase substrate kit (Vector Labs, USA) was used to determine the fluc-
tuations in the immunoreactivity from the tumor masses through 
purified primary antibodies against HMGB1 (ICD marker), CRT (ICD 
marker), CD4 (effector T cell infiltration marker), and CD8 (effector T 
cell infiltration marker). A positive result was defined as>20 % of the 
tissues were stained with immunoreactivity marker. HMGB1- and CRT- 
positive cells (%/mm2 of tumor mass) as the percentage of coverage in 
the tumor masses, along with tumor-infiltrated CD4 and CD8 immuno-
stained cells (cells/mm2 of tumor mass) were assessed by an automated 
image analyzer. 

All mice experiments were approved and followed the instructions 
and guidelines of the Institutional Animal Ethics Committee, Yeungnam 
University, Republic of Korea. The measurements were performed with 
the mean ± SD. The statistical significance between the groups was 
evaluated using a Student’s t-test and one-way analysis of the variance; p 
values < 0.05 were considered significant. 

3. Results and discussion 

The co-aggregation was first determined by measuring the in-flight 
size distributions before and after incorporating metallic aggregates 
and mixture droplets, including after passing over the heated photo-
ionization flow reactor. The distribution results were obtained by sam-
pling the part of particle-laden flow using a scanning mobility particle 
sizer (SMPS), as shown in Fig. S2A. The metallic aggregates (FeCu, 
ZnCu, or FeZnCu) as backbone particles exhibited comparable size dis-
tributions representing no significant differences in geometric mean 
diameter (GMD), geometric standard deviations (GSD), and total num-
ber concentration (TNC). On the other hand, the mixture droplet had 
larger GMD and GSD values than the backbone particles, suggesting the 
backbone particles can be inserted into the droplets at a nozzle of the 
atomizer. After passing over the photoionization reactor, TNCs of the 
incorporated configurations were reduced significantly by approxi-
mately 7.7 × 106 particles/cm3. Nevertheless, no significant differences 
in the distribution between the configurations (FeCuS@DTX-BSA, 
ZnCuS@DTX-BSA, and FeZnCuS@DTX-BSA) were observed even with 
no satellite peaks, as shown in the right-side panel of Fig. S2A, sug-
gesting that the developed AAM is workable for co-aggregation of the 
backbone particles and components in the mixture droplets without 
distribution distortion after the photoreaction, even in the single-pass 
flow. 

The morphologies of the three co-aggregated configurations were 
observed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) after collecting the 
resulting particles on carbon-coated copper grids and placing them in a 
mini particle sampler. As shown in Fig. 2A, the dotted spherical particles 
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(approximately 120 nm in lateral dimension) were distributed in broad 
outline, where several-nanometer-sized particles were densely dotted on 
the spherical domains, similar to the supraparticles in a previous report 
[26], as shown in the middle-magnification images. Differences in the 
arrangement of the dot particles in the domains may be because of a 
structural difference of the backbone particles also examined by TEM 
(Fig. S2B; dendritic for ZnCu, dotted for FeCu, and a cross between the 
dendritic and dotted for FeZnCu), which were attributed to the forma-
tion of different core textures, resulting in the different co-aggregation 
behaviors in the heated photoionization flow reactor. Nevertheless, 
the insertion of the backbone particles into the mixture droplets at the 
atomizer nozzle ensured the formation of supraparticles for the different 
backbone particles as a modulatable process, even without considering 
the different reduction potentials of constituent metallic components. 
The characteristic lattice fringes of Fe (dFe, 110 = 0.203 nm), Zn (dZn, 101 
= 0.242 nm), and CuS (dCuS, 100 = 0.320 nm) were identified in the high- 
magnification images for the outermost region of the supraparticles, and 
no FeS and ZnS were detected. This may be due to the surface-confined 
approach of the photons from the photoionization reactor at room 
temperature under flowing nitrogen gas for sulfidation of the outermost 
Cu particles (positively charged (i.e., electron detached) from photon 
attacks) and to the strong affinity between the photoionized Cu and 
negatively charged –SH. The zero-valent surface states of Fe (2p) and Zn 
(2p) in core-level X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) supported the 
surface-confined sulfidation (Fig. S3A). The only oxidized states of the 
outermost Cu (2p) adsorbed the negatively charged –SH of R–O–SH 
groups [59], which induced a shouldering of the major S 2p band rep-
resenting the existence of sulfide and a satellite band at around 168 eV 
[60]. The XRD profile of FeZnCuS@DTX-BSA exhibited the character-
istic bands for the individual Fe, Zn, and CuS (Fig. S3B) [61–63], sup-
porting that the supraparticles consisted of crystalline Fe, Zn, and CuS 
particles. The characteristic bands at around 1000, 1450, and 1650 cm− 1 

in the Raman spectrum (Fig. S3B) matched the functional groups of BSA 
observed in a previous study [64], proving the passivation of FeZnCuS 
by BSA. The dotted spherical characteristics and outermost Cu sulfida-
tion were observed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy- 
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), respectively (Fig. S3C), where the 
Cu and S contents for the supraparticles were consistently 36 % and 8 %, 
respectively, despite the change in backbone particle composition, 
further supporting the modular property of the developed AAM. 

The modular property of the AAM was evaluated by constructing 
FeZnCuS@DTX-BSA with increased backbone particle size and DTX-BSA 
content to secure a different core texture and overlayer structure. 
Fig. S4A shows low- and high-magnification TEM images of FeZnCuS 
aggregates assembled under a five times slower nitrogen gas flow rate, 
which consisted of Fe(110), Zn(101), and CuS(100) particles, as are 
the components in existing supraparticles. Suprastructuring of the 
approximately 10 nm constituent particles and subsequent co- 
aggregation with DTX-BSA in the heated photoionization flow reactor 
constructed another type of supraparticles (Fig. S4B). Fig. S4C shows 
supraparticles from an assembly condition with increasing backbone 
particle size and DTX-BSA content (30 wt%), where the high- 
magnification image shows a darker particle sufficiently to shade the 
constituent particles because of a thicker DTX-BSA overlayer deposited 
on the backbone particle. High-magnification TEM (Fig. S4D) revealed 
the overlayers for three different contents of DTX-BSA (30–50 wt%), 
where the constituent metallic particles were completely passivated by 
DTX-BSA matrices, further supporting the modular property of the AAM 
to a variety of conditions of the backbone particles and DTX-BSA over-
layers for supraparticle assembly. 

Light absorption profiles of the supraparticles (FeCuS@DTX-BSA, 
ZnCuS@DTX-BSA, and FeZnCuS@DTX-BSA) were obtained by UV–Vis 
spectrophotometry after the collected particles were dispersed in PBS. 
As shown in Fig. S5A, the absorbance band of the particles was located at 
980 nm, which matched the characteristic band of CuS nanoparticles 
[65], proving sulfidation of the outermost Cu particles. The combination 

between the CuS and other metals (Fe, Zn, or Fe–Zn) also induced broad- 
spectrum light absorption, which may absorb the wavelengths of both 
NIR I (650–950 nm) and II (1000–1350 nm) to be flexible in photo-
thermal conversion [66,67]. Temperature elevations of the supra-
particle dispersions under NIR (808 nm) irradiation with three different 
power densities (1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 W/cm2) were recorded for 3 min. The 
temperatures of the irradiated spots on ZnCuS@DTX-BSA, FeCuS@DTX- 
BSA, and FeZnCuS@DTX-BSA dispersions reached 45.1, 51.6, and 
56.2 ◦C after 3 min of NIR exposure, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2B 
and Fig. S5B. In addition, at a fixed power density (1.0 W/cm2), the 
highest temperatures (39.1, 44.6, and 50.0 ◦C for the three dispersions) 
were maintained, even after five on (3 min)–off (3 min) irradiation cy-
cles (Fig. S5C). Although the temperature elevations were related to the 
photothermal conversion activity of the CuS component in the supra-
particles, FeZnCuS@DTX-BSA exhibited the greatest activity compared 
to the other configurations. This was probably caused by a better 
interband transition between the unoccupied and occupied bands of 
FeZnCuS (trimetallic) than those of the others (bimetallic) that gener-
ates broadened working bandwidth for enhancement in photothermal 
conversion activity [68,69]. The difference in photothermal conversion 
between ZnCuS@DTX-BSA and FeCuS@DTX-BSA was likely due to the 
more suitable NIR absorption profile of FeCuS than ZnCuS [70–72]. The 
photothermal conversion efficiency of FeZnCuS@DTX-BSA upon NIR 
irradiation was 52.8 ± 1.2 %, which was comparable to Au–Ag alloy 
nanoparticles used for anticancer therapy in a previous report [56]. 

To conduct proper comparisons between the supraparticles, the 
loading capacity of DTX was set to approximately 10 % (Fig. S6A), 
which was achieved by constructing comparable size and composition 
(described above) between the supraparticles from modulatable prop-
erties of the developed AAM. The DTX loading was also examined by 
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, as shown in Fig. S6B. 
The FTIR profiles exhibited the representative bands of DTX at around 
1720 and 1260 cm− 1 attributing to C––O and C–O stretchings, 
respectively [73,74]. The differences in the characteristic band intensity 
between the supraparticles at the identical loading capacity (LC) might 
be because of the differences in core texture between the supraparticles 
(refer to Fig. 2A) that generate locational differences for DTX deposition 
on the backbone particles during the co-aggregation. pH- and NIR- 
responsive release profiles were obtained to examine the release 
behavior of loaded DTX, as shown in Fig. S6C and S6D. Similar ten-
dencies were observed in the profiles at pH 7.4 (simulating the physi-
ological condition) and pH 6.5 (simulating tumor microenvironment), 
whereas all supraparticles exhibited cumulative releases lower than half 
of the total DTX loaded for 48 h. This may be because of the successful 
co-aggregation of DTX-BSA as complex matrices that inhibit the imme-
diate release of DTX for sustainability. In the case of NIR irradiation, 
burst releases of DTX were obtained for every cycle (3 min NIR exposure 
after 1, 4, and 7 h incubation), where most of the loaded DTX (>90 %) 
were released after 10 h of incubation at tumor microenvironment pH, 
suggesting that the supraparticles warrant NIR-responsive on-demand 
release of hydrophobic chemodrugs. 

Cellular internalization of the three supraparticles (FeCuS@DTX- 
BSA, ZnCuS@DTX-BSA, and FeZnCuS@DTX-BSA) was determined by 
fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS). Briefly, 3 μg/mL of each 
supraparticle was incubated with EMT 6 cells for 2 h. FACS showed that 
FeZnCuS@DTX-BSA had the highest mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) 
(Fig. 3A). The results matched the order of characteristic band intensity 
of BSA (FeZnCu@DTX-BSA > FeCu@DTX-BSA > ZnCu@DTX-BSA) at 
approximately 1650 and 2950 cm− 1 [75], which might be due to surface 
dominance of DTX-BSA (Fig. S6B) probably caused by the difference in 
the core texture (Fig. 2A). The in vitro cytotoxicity was examined after 
24 h treatment with supraparticles in the absence and presence of NIR 
irradiation, including free DTX for comparison using a 3-(4,5-dime-
thylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) assay. All 
supraparticles without NIR exhibited a dose-dependent cytotoxicity 
(Fig. S7A), and slightly greater cytotoxicity was observed than that of 
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free DTX due to the combinatorial effects of the Fenton/Fenton-like 
reaction (chemodynamic effect) and DTX release (chemotherapeutic 
effect). NIR irradiation enhanced the cytotoxicity significantly on EMT 6 
cells because the photothermal effect enhanced the rate of the Fenton/ 
Fenton-like reactions. The order of cytotoxicity of the three supra-
particles was FeZnCuS@DTX-BSA > FeCuS@DTX-BSA > ZnCuS@DTX- 
BSA, which was consistent with the order of photothermal conversion 
and cellular internalization, representing a stable performance of the 
resulting supraparticles from the developed AAM. In connection with 
the cytotoxicity, ROS generation after incubation of the cells treated 
with the supraparticles was confirmed, where the generation level also 
followed the order for cytotoxicity, even with NIR irradiation (Fig. 3B). 
The ROS generation from Fe-included configurations were greater than 
the counterpart (i.e., ZnCuS@DTX-BSA), supporting the better CDT ef-
ficacies of the Fe-included configurations can be derived in the identical 
dose of DTX because of higher levels of ROS from Fenton reaction [76]. 
The photothermal effects from NIR irradiation further increased the 
levels of ROS generation that matched the profiles of cytotoxicity and 
photothermal temperature elevation. This NIR-reinforced trend was also 
identified in the apoptosis assay even for 48 h, where the induction of 
apoptosis was confirmed by flow cytometry to evaluate the live cells, 
early and late apoptotic cells, and necrotic cells. Differences in apoptosis 
were observed between the absence and presence of NIR (Fig. S7B); 
thus, the apoptosis percentage of the treated cells was boosted to 
approximately 63 % (from 47 % without NIR), 53 % (from 42 %), and 
75 % (from 53 %) for FeCuS@DTX-BSA, ZnCuS@DTX-BSA, and 
FeZnCuS@DTX-BSA treatments, respectively, in the presence of NIR 
irradiation (Fig. 3C), showing that the accelerated ROS generation 
ensued higher apoptosis of cells. 

To conduct in vivo and ex vivo imaging for biodistribution analysis, 
cyanine (Cy5.5)-labeled supraparticles (Cy5.5@FeCuS@DTX-BSA, 
Cy5.5@ZnCuS@DTX-BSA, and Cy5.5@FeZnCuS@DTX-BSA), including 
free Cy5.5 were intravenously administered in subcutaneous EMT6 

tumor-bearing mice. As shown in Fig. 4A, time-dependent imaging was 
performed at 0.5, 6.0, 12.0, and 24.0 h postinjection. The Cy5.5-labeled 
supraparticles were distributed throughout the body (with significant 
fluorescence in the liver region for the supraparticles and kidney region 
for the free Cy5.5) until 6.0 h postinjection. With time, the distribution 
of the supraparticles changed compared to free Cy5.5 probably because 
BSA enables prolonged circulation time of the supraparticles assisting 
the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect without the 
opsonization. This was clarified by ex vivo imaging (Fig. 4B) performed 
with the harvested organs after the initiation of fluorescence decline in 
the administered mice after 24 h. The resulting images showed that most 
organs, excluding the kidneys from the supraparticle-treated mice, have 
a greater fluorescence than those of free Cy5.5 treated mice due to BSA 
incorporation. This effect eventually induced a greater tumor accumu-
lation of the supraparticles compared to free Cy5.5, but there were slight 
differences (FeZnCuS@DTX-BSA was the highest according to the 
highest internalization (Fig. 3A)) in the accumulation between the 
supraparticles. NIR irradiation (1 W/cm2 for 3 min) was conducted on 
tumor regions 24 h postinjection, and temperature elevation was 
monitored during the irradiation (Fig. 4C). The elevation profiles re-
flected the in vitro results for NIR irradiation onto the supraparticle 
dispersions (Fig. 2B and Fig. S5B), but there were differences in the 
highest temperature owing to the in vivo tumor accumulation. Based on 
the results collected, FeZnCuS@DTX-BSA was the most effective 
configuration for further in vivo antitumor and biosafety studies with the 
additional incorporation of aPL to potentiate the immune reactions for a 
durable production of a pool of T cells along with ICD induced by the 
Fenton/Fenton-like reaction, DTX release, and photothermal effect. 

The most significant tumor ablation was expected after the admin-
istration of FeZnCuS@DTX-BSA with NIR and aPL, as shown in Fig. S8A, 
even though DTX also has tumor inhibition capability from the 
chemotherapeutic effect, ICD, and immunogenic modulation [77,78]. 
The boosted tumor inhibition in the presence of NIR irradiation may be 

Fig. 2. Morphological and photothermal analyses of the resulting supraparticles, including PBS alone for comparison. (A) Low- and high-magnification TEM images 
of FeCuS@DTX-BSA, ZnCuS@DTX-BSA, and FeZnCuS@DTX-BSA. The lattice spacings in the high-magnification images of the supraparticles matched the individual 
Fe (Zn or Fe and Zn) and CuS particles. Modulating the electrical discharge operations from Zn–Cu to Fe–Zn–Cu configurations induced a difference in the shape of 
the supraparticles and the distribution of the individual particles. (B) Photothermal images were recorded upon NIR irradiation for 3 min with different irradiation 
intensities (1–2 W/cm2) onto the three supraparticle dispersions. 
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accredited to the individual (Fenton/Fenton-like reaction, photothermal 
effect, DTX release, and immunogenic modulation) and combinatorial 
(photothermal acceleration of the Fenton/Fenton-like reaction and 
photothermal and chemodrug induced ICD) therapeutic effects [79]. 
Despite the combinatorial effects, even with NIR irradiation, there were 
similar body weight profiles in every treatment group, showing no 
abnormal alterations (Fig. S8B) with a 100 % survival rate throughout 
the study period (Fig. S8C). Histopathological imaging (Fig. S8D) of the 
major organs treated with I–VI configurations also did not show any 
abnormal signs of toxicity or serious side effects, even though the 
necrotic signs in the tumor after the treatments were increasing ac-
cording to the order of the tumor inhibition, proving biosafety of the 
supraparticles and their operation strategies. 

The tumor cell volume (TCV) with apoptotic, cell proliferation, and 
angiogenesis markers were analyzed (Fig. 5A) and quantified (Fig. 5B). 
Expression of the TCV reduction and apoptotic markers (C-caspase-3 and 
C-polyadenosine diphosphate-ribose polymerase (PARP)) was intensi-
fied in the order of I < II < III < IV < V < VI. In constrast, the expression 
order of cell proliferation (Ki-67) and angiogenesis (CD31) markers was 
inversed as expected. The ICD markers and effector T cells tumor 
filtration were further imaged and quantified through immunohisto-
chemical staining (Fig. 6A and 6B). HMGB1 and CRT expression trends 
followed apoptotic markers, where the signs from free DTX treatment 
(II) enhanced by embedding in supraparticles were strengthened by the 
chemo–chemodynamic effect (III). The intratumoral ICD markers were 
escalated further in the presence of NIR from the photothermal-induced 

Fig. 3. Cellular uptake, ROS generation, and 
apoptosis of the resulting supraparticles. (A) FACS 
profiles and their quantified plots to represent 
cellular internalization of the supraparticles. Uptake 
of DTX alone (5 µg/mL) for 60 min was selected as 
the control for comparison, while coumarin-6 was 
used for staining. (B) DCFDA profiles and quantified 
plots to represent ROS generation. (C) Fractional bar 
plots illustrating the apoptotic status of the EMT6 
cells treated with the supraparticles for 24 h in the 
absence and presence of NIR irradiation (1 W/cm2, 3 
min). An equivalent DTX (1 μg/mL) was selected for 
comparison.   
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ICD (IV). The higher expression of ICD markers is ineffective if the 
effector T cells infiltration to the tumors is not enhanced. Therefore, CD4 
and CD8 immunolabeled tumoral cells were also examined. Immuno-
genic modulation with slightly higher numbers of CD4 and CD8 (effector 
T) cells was achieved after the DTX treatment, which improved 
marginally after the FeZnCuS@DTX-BSA treatment. Immunomodula-
tion was achieved in the treatment groups; however, the degree of 
immunomodulation was considerably higher in the cases of NIR and aPL 
incorporation by complementing each other for better antitumor im-
mune efficacy (Fig. 6C). 

The disintegration of FeZnCuS@DTX-BSA supraparticles during five 
cycles of NIR irradiation (3 min) was observed by TEM to examine the 

possibility of renal excretion of constituent metallic particles after use in 
anticancer treatment (Fig. 7). The low- and high-magnification images 
revealed the deformation of embedded metallic particles (dark dots on 
the spherical domains) upon NIR irradiations because of photothermal 
shrinkage of the DTX-BSA matrices, where the constituent particles (<5 
nm; appropriate for renal excretion) were distributed individually after 
the fifth irradiation cycle. In particular, the temperature increases upon 
NIR irradiation led to thermal softening of the co-aggregated DTX- 
matrices (from the local temperatures around constituent particles 
higher than the critical solution temperature of BSA) [80,81] that 
facilitate a decrease of the stiffness of the molecular chains to be 
collapsed. This suggests that NIR irradiation can enhance the rate of the 

Fig. 4. In vivo and ex vivo biodistributions, including photothermal temperature elevation of EMT6 tumor xenografted BALB/c mice after administration. (A) In vivo 
Cy5.5 fluorescence (100 μL) contour images after loading on the supraparticles. The distribution of free Cy5.5 (1 μg/mL) was assessed for comparison. (B) Fluo-
rescence images (upper) and their quantified plots (lower) of excised major organs and tumors from the treated mice after 24 h postinjection. (C) Time-dependent 
photothermal contours and their plots of the mice irradiated NIR (1 W/cm2) for 3 min 24 h after injecting the supraparticles. 
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Fenton/Fenton-like reaction for antitumor therapy and accelerate the 
collapse of suprastructure for efficient clearance from the body. In 
addition, the stability of the supraparticle suspension was examined 
using DLS for 48 h in different media (water, PBS, Roswell Park Me-
morial Institute (RPMI), and fetal bovine seum (FBS)) by monitoring 
particle size, polydispersity index (PDI), and zeta potential (Fig. S9). 
The data exhibited no significant alterations after the dispersal during 
measurements, suggesting that AAM of the supraparticles and subse-
quent dispersing in liquid media before their administration may be a 
viable option for this type of applications. In the case of hemolysis, the 
resulting supraparticles did not induce significance (<5%), even at the 
highest dose (Fig. S10). The blood chemistry results exhibited that 
FeZnCuS@DTX-BSA treated group (10 mg/kg DTX) did not induce sig-
nificant alterations in blood parameter compared to saline-treated group 

(control) after 15 days of systemic administration (Fig. S11). These 
outcomes coincided with the profiles of body weight (Fig. S8B), survival 
(Fig. S8C), and histopathological analysis of vital organs (Fig. S8D). 
Therefore, it is a viable option to minimize the issues of clinical trans-
lation and toxicity in the body. 

4. Conclusion 

An AAM for the continuous plug-in assembly of the multi-component 
supraparticles was developed and used to derive chemo-
–chemodynamic–photothermal–immuno cancer therapy. The supra-
particles were assembled spontaneously through co-aggregation of Fe 
(Zn or Fe–Zn)–Cu aggregates and thiol-DTX-BSA mixture droplets from a 
serial connection of electrically operable devices under a single-pass gas 

Fig. 5. Immunohistochemical examination and quantitative plots of the relevant indicators after the different treatments 24 h postinjection (I: control; II: DTX; III: 
FeZnCuS@DTX-BSA; IV: FeZnCuS@DTX-BSA (NIR); V: aPL; and VI: FeZnCuS@DTX-BSA (NIR) + aPL) in the absence and presence of NIR irradiation (1 W/cm2, 3 
min). (A) Optical microscope images were acquired after H&E staining of tumor cell volumes treated with different configurations. Scale bars, 120 μm. (B) Percentage 
plots of TCV, C-Caspase-3, C-PARP, Ki-67, and CD31 in the treated tumor masses. The results are expressed as mean ± SD. **p < 0.01. 
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flow because of fine particles in the aerosol state exhibit a significantly 
stronger diffusion behavior for aggregation than those in an aqueous 
state. The electrostatic collision of Fe (Zn or Fe–Zn) and Cu constituent 
particles from ablation-condensation could build Fe (Zn or Fe–Zn)–Cu 
aggregates as backbones of the supraparticles. After the aggregates were 
inserted within the mixture droplets, the outermost Cu particles (work 
function = 4.6 eV) were exposed to photons (6.2 eV) from UV-185 nm 
irradiation to be ionized for electrostatic combination with negatively 
charged thiol groups and subsequently co-aggregated with the compo-
nents (DTX for chemotherapeutic and BSA for EPR effects) in the 
droplets during thermal solvent extraction. The resulting supraparticles 

were transferred to in vitro (EMT6 cells) and in vivo (EMT6 tumor- 
bearing BALB/c mice) models to determine the workability of the 
supraparticles, which can be applied for the combination cancer therapy 
even with aPL for reinforcing efficacy while retaining biosafety. The 
highest tumor inhibition was achieved using FeZnCuS@DTX-BSA 
supraparticles, probably due to their highest phothermal effect from 
the reinforced interband transitions upon NIR irradiation that boosts the 
ICD and tumor ablation. Immunogenic modulation after aPL addition to 
FeZnCuS@DTX-BSA was represented by the highest expression of ICD 
markers and escalated tumoral infiltration of effector T cells, suggesting 
synergistic enhancement of the tumor inhibition by further adding aPL. 

Fig. 6. Immunohistochemical expression and quantitative plots of the relevant indicators in the treated tumor masses harvested after 21 days (I: control; II: DTX; III: 
FeZnCuS@DTX-BSA; IV: FeZnCuS@DTX-BSA (NIR); V: aPL; and VI: FeZnCuS@DTX-BSA (NIR) + aPL) in the absence and presence of NIR irradiation (1 W/cm2, 3 
min, exposed to the tumor region 24 h postinjection), including a plausible treatment mechanism. (A, B) Immunohistochemical images and HMGB1, CD4, CRT, and 
CD8 levels in the tumor masses. Scale bars, 120 μm. The results are expressed as mean ± SD. **p < 0.01. (C) A plausible mechanism for chemo-
–chemodynamic–photothermal–immuno anticancer therapy upon administration of FeZnCuS@DTX-BSA with aPL. The apoptotic cells released HMGB1 and CRT that 
may derive immunotherapeutic action through dendritic cell (DC) maturation and CD8+ T cell activation after adding aPL to the supraparticles. 
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The results showed that the spontaneously assembled supraparticles 
from an AAM could provide chemo-
–chemodynamic–photothermal–immuno cancer therapy in a modular 
and digitizable configuration to be connected with artificial intelligence 
platforms for smart cancer nanotherapeutics. 
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